1. Statements of results. Let B m (Spin), Q m (SU), and Q m {e) denote the wth spinor, special unitary, and framed cobordism groups respectively (see [6] ). In [4] Kervaire defined a homomorphism $: Ö 2w (e) ->Z 2 for n odd and ttj^l, 3, or 7, and showed that $ = 0 for w = 5. Kervaire and Milnor state in [5] that $ = 0 for n = 9. One of the corollaries of our results is that $ = 0 for w = 4fe + l, ferlin [2] a homomorphism \F: 3> 2n (Spin)-»Z 2 was defined for In = 8&+2, k*zl, such that <I > = SE r p, where p: 0 2n (^)-»Q 2n (Spin) is the obvious map. \F induces a map from S2 2n (<S£/) into Z 2 which we also denote by ^. It is easily verified that Qi(SU) = Oi(Spin) = Qi(e) =Z 2 . Let a be the generator. Let 6 be the secondary cohomology operation coming from the relation Sq 2 Sq 2 = 0 on an integer cohomology class [7] . If ƒ is a map, let 6/ denote the associated functional cohomology operation [7] .
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The main theorems of this announcement are the following. The final corollary is in a different direction. 
Outline of proofs.
Throughout this section all cohomology groups have Z 2 coefficients and » = 4fe + l, fc^l. We will only consider S[/-cobordism because the cohomology operations are simpler in this case ; the spinor case of Theorem 1.1 is a fairly easy generalization. All manifolds will be assumed to have an 5 [/-structure on their normal bundle and if M is such a manifold,
then v(M): M->BSU(q), T(M):T(v)-+MSU(q) t
and f(M): S™+ 2 «-^MSU(q) will denote, respectively, the classifying map, the associated map on the Thorn spaces, and the Thorn construction associated to the 5 [/-structure. 
Sî^M^O, then \({M, u})=-<j>(u)(M).
If SgrW^O, we change {M, u) in its bordism class so that 53 w-1 (w) = 0, e.g. make M simply connected. Then ^f(M) = ]£\({M, w^'XlJM, z>»}), where {w,-, «;*} is a symplectic basis for H n (M) (see [2] and [3] for details of <f> and [5] for details of symplectic bases).
Let N be a 1-connected closed (2n -2)-manifold. Let P be 1-con* nected and M be 3-connected with [P] be the generator, let ty be the suspension of 0, and let U q be the Thorn class of whatever Thorn space is appropriate. Theorem 1.2 is proved by verifying each of the following "equalities. " In each case, the indeterminacy is zero and the element described lies in a group isomorphic to Z 2 . The first equality is obtained from a careful choice of a symplectic basis for NX^XS 1 . The fifth, seventh, eleventh, and fourteenth equalities follow respectively from results in [8] , [l] , [7] 
